Body Rules:

All Late Model, Dirt Modified, Mid-West Modified and Sprint Car bodies and cages must resemble contemporary full scale cars racing in “World of Outlaws” and “DIRT” sanctioned events. All corners of bodies and wings must be rounded for safety.

All height measurements are from bottom of chassis unless otherwise noted.

Late Models
The only bodies legal for the Late Model class are those that have been approved by DirtOval.com and are listed on the DODC Approved Late Model body list. Any manufacturer who would like to have a body approved may contact DirtOval.com for approval specifications and instructions. Approved body lists will be amended on APRIL 1st and OCTOBER 1st of each year.

Molded portion of body can be no longer than 22”.

Late Model bodies may have openings for cylinder head, fuel tank access, glow plug, engine tuning, and exhaust outlets only. An under body support may be added to brace each rear quarter panel, but must hold it in stock position, cannot be flared out. No additional wings, flaps, spoilers, wickers, vents or doohickeys will be allowed. Body may not be altered in any way from its stock configuration ie: shortened, lengthened, narrowed, flared fenders etc. Front and rear windows may be removed at trim lines but a flat Lexan or similar material deck must be added in cockpit area. Bodies with add on roofs may leave front and rear windows in or out but roofs must be mounted in stock position. All four wheel wells must be cut out to appropriate scale dimensions.

- Rear Spoiler: maximum chord from body deck including any wickerbills:
  2.00” for Foam/Street Rubber Tire
  2.50” for Buggy Tire
- Rear Spoiler End Cap: See Drawing
- Maximum rear deck height from bottom of chassis is 4.0”

DODC Approved Late Model Body List: Effective: 10/01/19
• BMS Racing #P103 Shadow
• Custom Works #9012 Eldora Late Model (10.0”)
• Custom Works #9015 Springfield Late Model (10.0”)
• Custom Works #9016 Paducah 2 Late Model (10.0”)
• Custom Works #9070 Keystone Late Model (9.0”)
• Custom Works #9071 Buckeye Late Model (9.5”)
• Custom Works #9072 Mountaineer Late Model (10.0”)
• Factory Works #7353 Rocket Late Model
• Factory Works #7357 Concord Late Model
• JConcepts #0396 L8 Night Late Model
• McAllister #207 Tulsa Late Model
• McAllister #250 Vegas Late Model
• McAllister #252 Winchester Late Model
• McAllister #237 Bakersfield Late Model
• MR Kustoms #18HK030 Hurrikane Late Model (.030 Thick)
• MR Kustoms #18HK040 Hurrikane Late Model (.040 thick)
• Protoform #1234-21 Cyclone 9.5 Late Model
• Protoform #1235-21 Cyclone 10.0 Late Model
• Protoform #1238-30 Nor’easter Late Model
• Shark RC (formerly C&M) #2010 Volunteer Late Model
• Shark RC (formerly C&M) #2010-003 Nightmare Late Model
• Shark RC (formerly C&M) #2011-001 Volunteer 10"
• Shark RC (formerly C&M) #2011-002 Nightmare HD 9.5"
• Stalker Bodies #009 Sniper 9 Late Model
• Stalker Bodies #010 Sniper Late Model
• Stalker Bodies #011 Specter 9.5
• Stalker Bodies #012 Specter 10
• Stalker Bodies Specter 9.0
• Stalker Bodies Prowler 10